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Isten hozott,
Altars have been with us for centuries, in all cultures. It is not just for occultists, priest,
shaman and magi. It is a power tool for you.
As an example, it is utilized in Feng Shui to bring in powerful energies and to cure
negative situations.
Altars can be large set-ups or very small. The size does not matter. The intent does.
It can be placed anywhere to create a harmonious, peaceful, sacred space.
An altar can be placed in an open area, such as outdoors in a serene spot, in your living
room or a personal room. It can also be non-visual in a closet or office space cabinet. The
placement merely needs to be one you feel comfortable with.
The power is started by focusing on what your intent is. Set up your altar only when
you are not upset or tired, but in a happy, focused, peaceful mood. Do you want
something specific to work on? Such as prosperity or relationships. Do you want to keep
it for spiritual reasons and focus your intent on different goals at varied times? Altars are
tools to help you to focus your energies. To stay specific and intense on the outcome.
First, decide what you want. If you are manifesting prosperity, then you need items on
the altar to represent it and to magnetically / energetically attract it to you.
For this purpose, use a flat surface as your altar. This can be a kitchen table, shelf,
desktop or any surface.
Cleanse the area by lighting sage or by Blessing it.
Next, place items that relate to your goal. Let us pick prosperity for now. You can place
an orange cloth for abundance on top. On the cloth, you can place a coin or folding
money-something that symbolizes wealth to you-it can be a toy boat; something that
represents your belief system (such as, a cross, picture of a place of worship, a statue of a
deity, a stone for Mother Earth, etc.); a picture of what you are manifesting (car,
relationship, money, etc.);a white, orange or purple candle; gemstones such as pyrite or
turquoise; an herb such as, alfalfa. Don’t forget something for health, which is a part of
prosperity (a picture of yourself playing, happy, healthy). Pick whatever you feel is right
for the situation.
The altar has to represent your focus, intent and has to feel harmonious, serene and
comfortable. Remember it is sacred space.
The altar can be redone any time you reached your goal and want to start a new one.
Once everything is in place, say a Blessing. Such as, May Divine Power Bless this altar
and the work I do.
Do not forget to say Thank You to Divine Power when your goal / intent is achieved.

Altars connect us to Divine energy and help us to create a better life, to honor someone
or to give thanks for the Blessings we have.
Your altar is an energy generator. Use it with wisdom, positive intent only and with
reverence.
Create your altar and see the powerful results.

Pass on this website (www.mariadandrea.com) with
this free newsletter to all who you think can use prosperity.
Look for the next Newsletter to continue your inner growth and power.
(Classes available – group or privately by phone)

May God Bless You Abundantly, Maria

